
 

 

 

 

HOT-DIP GALVANISING, YOUR INSURANCE POLICY AGAINST CORROSION 

 

1 HOT-DIP GALVANISING, THAT IS MORE THAN 150 YEARS OF STABILITY 

Nothing offers more certainty than "natural protection". For over 150 years, this natural 

marriage between steel and zinc has proven that there is no better way to protect steel against 

corrosion. In this way, Thielco ensures a sustainable and stable result. 

2 WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET 

Nothing offers more certainty than a "fair system". With hot-dip galvanising you can 

immediately see whether it has been carried out properly or badly, there are no hidden defects. 

Honesty is the best policy. 

3 CLASS E / CLASS F & STANDARDISED DIALOGUE 

Nothing offers more certainty than "meeting expectations". A good dialogue between client, 

contractor and galvanising company is therefore crucial. Among other things, the choice 

between Class E (aesthetic) or Class F (functional) stimulates communication between the 

various parties. In this way, Thielco can better coordinate expectations and end results. This 

offers certainty instead of surprises afterwards. 

4 GUARANTEE 

Nothing offers more certainty than "30-year warranty". Thielco offers a 30-year guarantee on 

galvanising, depending on the product and application. 

5 RICH TRADITION 

Nothing offers more certainty than a "rich tradition". Just like Thielco, almost all galvanising 

plants in the Benelux are originally family businesses. Thielco knows its customers and knows 

what they want for many generations. 

6 IMPROVEMENT PROCESS LOGISTICS AND QUALITY CONTROL 

Nothing offers more certainty than the "willingness to continuously improve". Thielco is 

committed to aligning logistics and quality control even better with the changing wishes and 

requirements of its customers. 

 

 

 

 
THIELCO STAALINDUSTRIE B.V. 
 
Dr. Poelsstraat 2, 5953 NP Reuver, the Netherlands   PO Box 4788, 5953 ZK Reuver, the Netherlands 
T +31 (0)77 47 69 350 F +31 (0)77 47 69 330 E info@thielco.nl I www.thielco.nl 
 
Bank: ABN AMRO BANK NV Venlo   Bankacc. nr.: 48.40.83.465   Bic (swift): ABNANL2A   IBAN: NL84 ABNA 0484083465   ING Bankacc. nr.: 1057859 
VAT NL803220960B01   Chamber of commerce Venlo nr.: 12018079 
All our quotations, all orders placed with us and all contracts concluded with us are subject to the METAALUNIECONDITIONS, filed with the registrar of the 
District Court of Rotterdam, as enclosed. The conditions of delivery and payment will also be sent to you upon request. 
 
GEOMET®, HOT-DIP GALVANISING, POWDERCOATING, HOT-DIP SPIN GALVANISING, MECHANICAL PLATING, GRATINGS, STAIRTRE ADS 

 


